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The structure of the sessionThe structure of the session

•• The placement of computational discourseThe placement of computational discourse
semantics and SDRT in Natural Languagesemantics and SDRT in Natural Language
Processing (NLP)Processing (NLP)

•• The need for dynamic semantics in the discourseThe need for dynamic semantics in the discourse
(inter-)(re-)presentation (inter-)(re-)presentation (Discourse Representation(Discourse Representation
Theory: advantages and drawbacks)Theory: advantages and drawbacks)

•• SDRT-rhetorical relationsSDRT-rhetorical relations
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The theory in our mind and in NLPThe theory in our mind and in NLP

MacrostructureMacrostructure  of semantic of semantic ““deepdeep”” NLP applications NLP applications

                                                

Understanding Understanding 

““InputInput””

systemssystems

GenerationGeneration

““OutputOutput””--
ResponseResponse

systemssystems

InterpretationInterpretation
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Computational Discourse Semantics in ourComputational Discourse Semantics in our
mind and in NLPmind and in NLP

1.1. Formal ParadigmFormal Paradigm

(Writing a grammar for language as code)(Writing a grammar for language as code)

2.2. Information-Structuring ParadigmInformation-Structuring Paradigm

(Topic- Comment, Background-Focus)(Topic- Comment, Background-Focus)

3.3. Functional ParadigmFunctional Paradigm

(function of language in communication-(function of language in communication-
relation between code and use)relation between code and use)
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Computational Discourse Semantics in ourComputational Discourse Semantics in our
mind and in NLPmind and in NLP

Formal ParadigmFormal Paradigm

•• Logic as tool for the representation of discourseLogic as tool for the representation of discourse

•• MontagueMontague’’s papers in 1970s papers in 1970’’s differentiated logical-s differentiated logical-
compositional semantics (semantics on syntax) from compositional semantics (semantics on syntax) from LFsLFs
(Logical Forms) - interpretive semantics of Chomsky.(Logical Forms) - interpretive semantics of Chomsky.

•• Compositional Semantics developed by Compositional Semantics developed by ParteePartee’’ss stuff stuff
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DRT-CCPDRT-CCP

Dynamic notion of meaningDynamic notion of meaning

  Meaning a Meaning a relationrelation between a set of «input» contexts between a set of «input» contexts
which represents the content of the discourse prior towhich represents the content of the discourse prior to
the sentence being processed, and a set of «output»the sentence being processed, and a set of «output»
contexts which represents the content of the discoursecontexts which represents the content of the discourse
including that sentence.including that sentence.

A man walked in. He ordered a beer.A man walked in. He ordered a beer.

 Input context Input context

 Output Output  contextcontext
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DRT-CCPDRT-CCP

Dynamic notion of meaningDynamic notion of meaning

*Every man*Every manii walked in. He walked in. Heii ordered a beer. ordered a beer.
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DRT: what offersDRT: what offers

Kamp and Reyle (1993)Kamp and Reyle (1993)

••  a way to handle a way to handle intersententialintersentential anaphoric phenomena anaphoric phenomena

••     a way to handle quantification effectively     a way to handle quantification effectively

••     tense and aspect in most of the cases are captured by the theory     tense and aspect in most of the cases are captured by the theory

••     plurals     plurals
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Why DRT and dynamic semantics are notWhy DRT and dynamic semantics are not
enoughenough

Drawbacks: no connection to pragmaticDrawbacks: no connection to pragmatic
factorsfactors

a.a. John can open BillJohn can open Bill’’s safe.s safe.

b.b. He is going to have to get the combination changed soon.He is going to have to get the combination changed soon.
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Why DRT and dynamic semantics are notWhy DRT and dynamic semantics are not
enoughenough

Drawbacks: no connection to pragmaticDrawbacks: no connection to pragmatic
factorsfactors

•• Constraints on anaphora both Constraints on anaphora both overgenerateovergenerate and and

            undergenerateundergenerate possible readings possible readings

1.1.

a.a. Max had a great evening last night.Max had a great evening last night.

b.b. He had a great meal.He had a great meal.

c.c. He ate salmon.He ate salmon.

d.d. He devoured cheese.He devoured cheese.

e.e. He then won a dancing competition.He then won a dancing competition.

f.f. ?It was a beautiful pink.?It was a beautiful pink.
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Dynamic semantics: drawbacksDynamic semantics: drawbacks

2.2.

a.a. One plaintiff was passed over for promotion three times.One plaintiff was passed over for promotion three times.

b.b. Another didnAnother didn’’t get a raise for five years.t get a raise for five years.

c.c. A third plaintiff was given a lower wage compared to malesA third plaintiff was given a lower wage compared to males
who were doing the same work.who were doing the same work.

d.d. But the jury didnBut the jury didn’’t believe this.t believe this.
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Temporal phenomenaTemporal phenomena
KampKamp and  and ReyleReyle (1993) - syntax determines the  (1993) - syntax determines the aktionsartaktionsart of the of the

sentencesentence

a.a. Max entered the room. The room became dark.Max entered the room. The room became dark.

b.b. Max entered the room. The room was dark.Max entered the room. The room was dark.

For a: eFor a: e⊆⊆t (the event is within the reference time)t (the event is within the reference time)

           t           t’’<<t (for forward movement in narratives)t (for forward movement in narratives)

           t           t<<n (past tense)n (past tense)

For b: For b: tt’’  ⊆⊆s (the state may still be ongoing), ts (the state may still be ongoing), t’’<<nn

c.c. Max fell. John helped him up.Max fell. John helped him up.

d.d. Max fell. John pushed him.Max fell. John pushed him.
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Lexical disambiguationLexical disambiguation

a.a. The judge demanded to know where the defendant was.The judge demanded to know where the defendant was.

b.b. The barrister apologized and said that he was drinkingThe barrister apologized and said that he was drinking
across the street.across the street.

c.c. The court bailiff found him asleep beneath the The court bailiff found him asleep beneath the barbar..

Solutions provided only by data-intensive linguistics (Guthrie,Solutions provided only by data-intensive linguistics (Guthrie,
1991)1991)

Pr(sense(w)=s|C)Pr(sense(w)=s|C)

What would they say in case of cWhat would they say in case of c’’ instead of c? instead of c?

cc’’.. But the bailiff found him slumped underneath the bar.But the bailiff found him slumped underneath the bar.

Clearly, we need hybrid approaches where semantic, pragmaticClearly, we need hybrid approaches where semantic, pragmatic
and statistical factors are involvedand statistical factors are involved……
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Why SDRT (Asher (1993), AsherWhy SDRT (Asher (1993), Asher
and Lascarides (2003)) ?and Lascarides (2003)) ?

a.a. It provides rhetorical relations (Narration, Elaboration,It provides rhetorical relations (Narration, Elaboration,
Parallel, Contrast, Explanation, Background, etc.) - this setParallel, Contrast, Explanation, Background, etc.) - this set
would need further refinementwould need further refinement

b.b. It does not exclude pragmatics or AI techniques for theIt does not exclude pragmatics or AI techniques for the
representation of knowledgerepresentation of knowledge……it only formalizes them in ait only formalizes them in a
better way and confronts the problems more effectivelybetter way and confronts the problems more effectively

c.c. It keeps things modularIt keeps things modular……every source of knowledge is keptevery source of knowledge is kept
separate and interactiveseparate and interactive
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Why SDRT (Asher (1993), AsherWhy SDRT (Asher (1993), Asher
and Lascarides (2003)) ?and Lascarides (2003)) ?

d.d. AndAnd……assumes assumes underspecificationunderspecification appropriate for appropriate for
composition relying on constraint-basedcomposition relying on constraint-based
frameworksframeworks……(HPSG, LFG)(HPSG, LFG)

e.e. It separates the logic of information content and the logicIt separates the logic of information content and the logic
of information packaging (rhetorical relations bind labels orof information packaging (rhetorical relations bind labels or
speech act discourse referents and not propositions)speech act discourse referents and not propositions)
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Why SDRT?Why SDRT?

GoldbachGoldbach’’ss conjecture conjecture

A: There are some unsolvable problems in number theory.A: There are some unsolvable problems in number theory.

B: Every even number greater than two is expressible as theB: Every even number greater than two is expressible as the
sum of two primes is sum of two primes is undecidableundecidable, for instance., for instance.

Conclusion:Conclusion: Can infer Can infer Elaboration Elaboration, even if we don, even if we don’’t completelyt completely
understand the discourse.understand the discourse.

Illustration of Last Point:Illustration of Last Point:

Information packaging withInformation packaging with  restrictedrestricted access to content. access to content.

A: There are some unsolvable problems in number theory.A: There are some unsolvable problems in number theory.

B:John is really an idiot, for example.B:John is really an idiot, for example.
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Rhetorical relations..what areRhetorical relations..what are
they?they?

a.a. Anaphoric connectors of the discourseAnaphoric connectors of the discourse

b.b. Carriers of illocutionary force sourcing from the discourseCarriers of illocutionary force sourcing from the discourse
itselfitself

c.c. Connectors of labels or Connectors of labels or speech act discourse referentsspeech act discourse referents
and not of propositionsand not of propositions……tokens of propositions and nottokens of propositions and not
types (identity criteria, etc..)types (identity criteria, etc..)

d.d. Validate the defeasibility floating around in languageValidate the defeasibility floating around in language
production..production..

a.a. Max fell. John pushed him.Max fell. John pushed him.

b.b. John and Max were at the edge of the cliff. Max feltJohn and Max were at the edge of the cliff. Max felt
a sharp blow to the back of his neck. Maxa sharp blow to the back of his neck. Max fell fell. John. John
pushedpushed him. Max rolled over the edge of the cliff. him. Max rolled over the edge of the cliff.
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Rhetorical relations-MDCRhetorical relations-MDC
Use of Use of MaximiseMaximise Discourse Coherence (MDC), the strongest Discourse Coherence (MDC), the strongest

principle of SDRT with monotonic consequences, which:principle of SDRT with monotonic consequences, which:

a.a. formalisesformalises the notion of relevance introduced the notion of relevance introduced
informally [by informally [by SperberSperber and Wilson and Wilson’’s Relevances Relevance
Theory (1986)] by defining Theory (1986)] by defining ““scalarscalar”” coherence coherence……

b.b. Overrides conflicting world knowledge.Overrides conflicting world knowledge.

According to MDC:According to MDC:

1.1. The more rhetorical connections there are between theThe more rhetorical connections there are between the
segments of text...the more coherent the text meaning issegments of text...the more coherent the text meaning is

2.2. The more anaphoric expressions whose antecedents areThe more anaphoric expressions whose antecedents are
resolvedresolved……the higher the quality of the coherence of thethe higher the quality of the coherence of the
discourse isdiscourse is

3.3. Some relations are inherently scalar..(Narration,Some relations are inherently scalar..(Narration,
Contrast)..we are looking for the interpretation thatContrast)..we are looking for the interpretation that
maximisesmaximises the quality of the relation under question the quality of the relation under question
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Rhetorical relations-semanticRhetorical relations-semantic
effecteffect

How are they to be understood semantically?How are they to be understood semantically?

The definition of a veridical rhetorical relationThe definition of a veridical rhetorical relation

a relation R is veridical a relation R is veridical iffiff the following axiom is valid: the following axiom is valid:

R(R(αα,,ββ))(K(Kα∧βα∧β))

∧∧ is to be understood dynamically and not as logicalis to be understood dynamically and not as logical
conjunctionconjunction

How is it satisfied?How is it satisfied?

(w,f)[[R((w,f)[[R(ππ1,1,ππ2)]]2)]]MM(w(w’’,g) ,g) iffiff

                                     (w,f)[[K                                     (w,f)[[Kππ1 1 ∧∧  KKππ2 2 ∧∧  φφR(R(ππ1,1,ππ22)]])]]MM(w(w’’,g),g)

What does this mean?What does this mean?

They change contextThey change context……they are interpreted as speechthey are interpreted as speech
actsacts……
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Semantic underspecificationSemantic underspecification

Underspecified representations are assumed at two levels:Underspecified representations are assumed at two levels:

 Sentential level (eliminable labels -after the resolution of theSentential level (eliminable labels -after the resolution of the
underspecification- within a labelling framework like ULF)underspecification- within a labelling framework like ULF)

 Intersentential level (where each utterance is connected toIntersentential level (where each utterance is connected to
other utterances rhetorically...labels are not eliminable,other utterances rhetorically...labels are not eliminable,
since they act as propositional tokens which represent asince they act as propositional tokens which represent a
certain propositional content or type always).certain propositional content or type always).

 Points of underspecification:Points of underspecification:

 What kind of rhetorical connection is to be inferredWhat kind of rhetorical connection is to be inferred
between the current utterance and the past ones orbetween the current utterance and the past ones or
even the future ones?even the future ones?

 Which are the admissible points or sites for attachmentWhich are the admissible points or sites for attachment
during the discourse update? (Right Frontier Constraint)during the discourse update? (Right Frontier Constraint)
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Right Frontier Constraint...whatRight Frontier Constraint...what
is it?is it?

a.a. Max had a great evening last night.Max had a great evening last night.

b.b. He had a great meal.He had a great meal.

c.c. He ate salmon.He ate salmon.

d.d. He devoured lots of cheese.He devoured lots of cheese.

e.e. He then won a dancing competition.He then won a dancing competition.

Max had a great evening last nightMax had a great evening last night

                                                              ElaborationElaboration

      He had a great meal.         He had a great meal.   NarrationNarration          He won a dancing competition          He won a dancing competition

                                                    ElaborationElaboration

          He ate salmon   He ate salmon   NarrationNarration   He devoured cheese   He devoured cheese

f.f. ??It was beautiful pink??It was beautiful pink
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Anaphora resolutionAnaphora resolution

Observations:Observations:

•• Right-frontier constraint on the discourse tree (Right-frontier constraint on the discourse tree (PolanyiPolanyi,,
1985)1985)

•• Hierarchical structure in the representation of discourseHierarchical structure in the representation of discourse

       subordinating, coordinating relations..       subordinating, coordinating relations..

c.c. Captures successfully the fact that there is incoherenceCaptures successfully the fact that there is incoherence
going on in case (f) is addedgoing on in case (f) is added

d.d. Different approach to discourse update process from thatDifferent approach to discourse update process from that
of DRT (which is simple amending of DRT (which is simple amending DRSsDRSs))……
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Anaphora ResolutionAnaphora Resolution

a.a. One plaintiff was passed over for promotion three times.One plaintiff was passed over for promotion three times.

b.b. Another didnAnother didn’’t get a raise for five years.t get a raise for five years.

c.c. A third plaintiff was given a lower wage compared to malesA third plaintiff was given a lower wage compared to males
who were doing the same work.who were doing the same work.

d.d. But the jury didnBut the jury didn’’t believe this.t believe this.
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Anaphora ResolutionAnaphora Resolution

Three plaintiffs make three claims that they are ill-treatedThree plaintiffs make three claims that they are ill-treated

         (a)                             (b)                               (C)         (a)                             (b)                               (C)
ContinuationContinuation ContinuationContinuation
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Temporal phenomenaTemporal phenomena

a.a. Max fell. John pushed him.Max fell. John pushed him.

              ππ00

                  ππ1, 1, ππ22

  ππ00:              e:              eππ1, 1, t, xt, x                                                                                              eeππ2, 2, tt’’, y, z, y, z

                  ππ11:  max(x)                                            :  max(x)                                            ππ22:   john(y):   john(y)

                fall(e                fall(eππ1,1, x)                                               push(e x)                                               push(eππ2,2, y, z) y, z)

                holds(e                holds(eππ11, t)                                            z=x, t)                                            z=x

                t                t<<now                                                      holds(enow                                                      holds(eππ22, t, t’’))

                                                                                 t                                                                                 t’’<<nownow

                       Explanation(                       Explanation(ππ1, 1, ππ2)2)
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Temporal phenomenaTemporal phenomena

By the semantics of ExplanationBy the semantics of Explanation……we have..we have..

•• φφExplanation(Explanation(αα,,ββ))   ( (¬¬eeαα<<eeββ))

•• φφExplanation(Explanation(αα,,ββ))   (event(e (event(eββ) )  e eββ<<eeαα))

LetLet’’s take a look at where we ares take a look at where we are……check the copy..check the copy..
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Cognitive plausibility mattersCognitive plausibility matters

Pragmatics (Grice (1975), Searle (1969), Pragmatics (Grice (1975), Searle (1969), SperberSperber and and
Wilson(1986,1995)) and AI techniques (Hobbs et al.Wilson(1986,1995)) and AI techniques (Hobbs et al.
(1993), Grosz and Sidner(1993)):(1993), Grosz and Sidner(1993)):

Direct interpretation of Direct interpretation of ““intendedintended”” meaning both in meaning both in
pragmatics and AIpragmatics and AI……

PragmaticsPragmatics

Meaning is what speakers intend to say under what theyMeaning is what speakers intend to say under what they
expressexpress

Full access to the cognitive state of the speakerFull access to the cognitive state of the speaker

AIAI

Hobbs et al. (1993) unmodular architecture of theHobbs et al. (1993) unmodular architecture of the
information flow between the participants in theinformation flow between the participants in the
conversation..conversation..
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Cognitive plausibility mattersCognitive plausibility matters

Obvious Drawbacks:Obvious Drawbacks:

a.a. No formal way of inferring implicaturesNo formal way of inferring implicatures

b.b. Static full access to the logic of cognitive states, whichStatic full access to the logic of cognitive states, which
apparently complicates the interpretation task and baseapparently complicates the interpretation task and base
the inferencethe inference

c.c. Computability issueComputability issue

d.d. Fail to provide explanation about the dramatic changesFail to provide explanation about the dramatic changes
in the interpretation provided by small changes in thein the interpretation provided by small changes in the
surface (no contact to linguistic evidence-dynamicsurface (no contact to linguistic evidence-dynamic
semantics)semantics)
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

ElaborationElaboration

•• Blair has caused chaos in Iraq. He sent his troops andBlair has caused chaos in Iraq. He sent his troops and
killed the hopes of the people there.killed the hopes of the people there.

Temporal consequence of Elaboration:Temporal consequence of Elaboration:

φφElaboration(Elaboration(αα,,ββ))   Part-of(e Part-of(eαα,,eeββ))

Properties:Properties:

1) Transitivity and 2) 1) Transitivity and 2) DistributivityDistributivity

1)1) Elaboration(Elaboration(ππ1, 1, ππ22))∧∧ Elaboration( Elaboration(ππ22, , ππ3))3))
Elaboration(Elaboration(ππ1,1,ππ3)3)

2)2) Elaboration(Elaboration(αα,,ββ))∧∧CoordCoord((ββ,,γγ))∧∧I-I-outscopesoutscopes((δδ,,γγ))∧∧
Elaboration(Elaboration(αα,,δδ))

Check at the first classical example with the salmonCheck at the first classical example with the salmon……
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

NarrationNarration——Scalar coherenceScalar coherence

Semantic constraints:Semantic constraints:

1.1. Spatiotemporal constraintSpatiotemporal constraint

       If Narration(       If Narration(ππ1,1,ππ2)2), then the , then the poststatepoststate of e of eππ11 must must
overlap the overlap the prestateprestate of e of eππ22

  a.a. The terrorist Blair planted a mine near the bridge.The terrorist Blair planted a mine near the bridge.

              20m south, he planted another.              20m south, he planted another.

       b.       b.  The terrorist Blair planted a mine near the bridge. The terrorist Blair planted a mine near the bridge.

               Then he planted another.               Then he planted another.

 Narration( Narration(αα,,ββ))
overlap(prestate(eoverlap(prestate(eββ),),AdvAdvββ((poststate(epoststate(eαα))))))
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

NarrationNarration——Scalar coherenceScalar coherence

Semantic constraints:Semantic constraints:

2.2. Common TopicCommon Topic

       Both the speech act discourse referents must indicate a       Both the speech act discourse referents must indicate a
common topiccommon topic

       a.       a. My car broke down. Then the sun set.My car broke down. Then the sun set.

       b.       b.  My car broke down. Then the sun set and I knew I My car broke down. Then the sun set and I knew I
was in trouble.was in trouble.

              φφNarration(Narration(αα,,ββ)) ¬ ¬(K(Kαα∏∏KKββ))
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

BackgroundBackground

•• Max entered the room. It was pitch dark. (Background)Max entered the room. It was pitch dark. (Background)

•• Max switched off the light. It was pitch dark.Max switched off the light. It was pitch dark.
(Narration)(Narration)

Temporal consequence of Background:Temporal consequence of Background:

φφBackground(Background(αα,,ββ)) overlap(e overlap(eββ,,eeαα))

Topic constraint like Narration but in Background the eTopic constraint like Narration but in Background the eαα
maintains available for anaphoric binding since it ismaintains available for anaphoric binding since it is
considered the considered the ““main story linemain story line””
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

BackgroundBackground

1.1. ππ11 A burglar broke into MaryA burglar broke into Mary’’s apartment.s apartment.

ππ22 Mary was asleep.Mary was asleep.

ππ33 He stole the silver.He stole the silver.

2.2. ππ11 A burglar broke into MaryA burglar broke into Mary’’s apartment.s apartment.

ππ22 A police woman visited her the next day.A police woman visited her the next day.

ππ33 ??He stole the silver.??He stole the silver.

      repeating the common topic      repeating the common topic……set union of set union of ππ1, 1, ππ22  

      Introduce       Introduce Foreground-Background Pair Foreground-Background Pair subordinatesubordinate
relation (FBP)relation (FBP)
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

Background Background 

π’π’

                                        π’’π’’, , ππ

                                        π’’π’’: K: Kππ11∪∪KKππ22

                                        FBPFBP((π’’π’’,,ππ))

    π’π’::                                      ππ1,1,ππ22

                                                    ππ11: K: Kππ1, 1, ππ22: K: Kππ22

                                      ππ:      Background(:      Background(ππ1,1,ππ2)                                             2)                                             
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

Contrast-EvidenceContrast-Evidence

DucrotDucrot (1984) (1984)

a.a. John speaks French. Bill speaks German. (formalJohn speaks French. Bill speaks German. (formal
contrast)contrast)

b.b. John loves sport. But he hates football. (violation ofJohn loves sport. But he hates football. (violation of
expectation)expectation)

An example of the second caseAn example of the second case……

a.a. If Molly sees a stray cat, she pets it.If Molly sees a stray cat, she pets it.

b.b. But if Dan sees it, he takes it home.But if Dan sees it, he takes it home.
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

Contrast-EvidenceContrast-Evidence

a.a.

ΠαΠα

                                            ππ1,1,ππ2                                                 2                                                 z1,z2z1,z2

ΠαΠα::        ππ11:     Molly(x), cat(y)           :     Molly(x), cat(y)           ππ22:           pets(z1,z2):           pets(z1,z2)

                     see(x,y)                                          z1=x,z2=y                     see(x,y)                                          z1=x,z2=y

                          ConsequenceConsequence((ππ1,1,ππ2)    2)    
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

Contrast-EvidenceContrast-Evidence

bb..

ππ00

                      ππbb

                                    ππ3,3,ππ44

                                      z,z3                                    w1,z4                z,z3                                    w1,z4

ππ00::          ππb:b:        ππ33:  Dan(z), see(z,z3)        :  Dan(z), see(z,z3)        ππ44: take-home(w1,z: take-home(w1,z44))

                             z3= ?                                 w1=?, z4=?                             z3= ?                                 w1=?, z4=?

                       Consequence(                       Consequence(ππ3,3,ππ4)4)

            Contrast(?,            Contrast(?,ππb)b)
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

ContrastContrast

                                                        ContrastContrast

                            παπα                                                                                ππbb

        ππ11::    ConseqConseq            ππ22:                         :                         ππ33:     :     ConseqConseq                    ππ44::

[Molly sees cat] [Molly pets cat]      [Dan sees ?]         [Dan takes home ?][Molly sees cat] [Molly pets cat]      [Dan sees ?]         [Dan takes home ?]

For the mapping between the For the mapping between the ππs see Asher (1993)s see Asher (1993)
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

MicrostructureMicrostructure

Some words about the connectives between two fullySome words about the connectives between two fully
specified formulas:specified formulas:

,,∨∨,,∧∧……DRTDRT’’ss truth functional approach truth functional approach

In SDRT, they are represented by rhetorical relationsIn SDRT, they are represented by rhetorical relations……

Consequence, Alternation and no conjunctionConsequence, Alternation and no conjunction……conjunctionconjunction
is too pooris too poor……

What does it mean that the compositional semantics of twoWhat does it mean that the compositional semantics of two
clauses are true and nothing more?clauses are true and nothing more?
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Rhetorical relations...continuedRhetorical relations...continued

MicrostructureMicrostructure

A 3A 3rdrd connector connector……

>: means defeasible consequence>: means defeasible consequence……or conditional ofor conditional of
normality (normally ifnormality (normally if……then..)then..)

Used heavily in the logic of information packaging, whereUsed heavily in the logic of information packaging, where
defaults are placed and defeated when new informationdefaults are placed and defeated when new information
comes to playcomes to play……

An exampleAn example  on applying the relational-dynamic semanticson applying the relational-dynamic semantics
of SDRT on an intentional modelof SDRT on an intentional model……

M=<AM=<Aμμ,,WWμμ , ,**μμ,,IIμμ>>

TashaTasha is a cat. is a cat.

**μμ(w,[[(w,[[ππ]]]]))

The SDRS KThe SDRS Kππ  for the sentencefor the sentence……under the special elementunder the special element
**μμ gives us all the output contexts where the cat is a gives us all the output contexts where the cat is a
normal one..(has a tail, four legs, two eyesnormal one..(has a tail, four legs, two eyes……))
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Unpacking truth conditions:Unpacking truth conditions:

a.a. Max fell.Max fell.

b.b. Either John pushed him orEither John pushed him or

c.c. He slipped on a banana peel.He slipped on a banana peel.
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Unpacking truth conditions:Unpacking truth conditions:
ππ00

                  ππ1,1,ππ22

                                      e1,x,t1e1,x,t1

                      ππ1: 1:     max(x), fall(e1,x),max(x), fall(e1,x),

                                        holds(e1,t1), t1<nowholds(e1,t1), t1<now

                                    ππ3,3,ππ44

  ππ0:                        y,e3,x1,t3                                              z,x2,e4,t40:                        y,e3,x1,t3                                              z,x2,e4,t4

                               john(y),                                                banana(z),                               john(y),                                                banana(z),

                      ππ22:     :     ππ33:   push(e3,y,x1),x1=x,                     :   push(e3,y,x1),x1=x,                     ππ44:   slip(e4,x2,z),x2=x,:   slip(e4,x2,z),x2=x,

                              holds(e3,t3),                                          holds(e4,t4),                              holds(e3,t3),                                          holds(e4,t4),

                              t3<now                                                  t4<now                              t3<now                                                  t4<now

                      Alternation(                      Alternation(ππ3,3,ππ4)4)

            Explanation(            Explanation(ππ1,1,ππ2)2)
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Unpacking truth conditions:Unpacking truth conditions:

Use of the satisfaction schema and recursively unpacking:Use of the satisfaction schema and recursively unpacking:

(w,f)[[Explanation((w,f)[[Explanation(ππ1,1,ππ2)]]2)]]M(w,g) M(w,g) iffiff

                        (w,f)[[K                        (w,f)[[Kππ1 1 ∧∧  KKππ2 2 ∧∧  ExplanationExplanation((ππ1,1,ππ22)]])]]MM(w(w’’,g),g)

By the semantics of By the semantics of ∧∧ there are variable assignment functions h there are variable assignment functions h
and i such that:and i such that:

a)a) (w,f)[[K(w,f)[[Kππ1]]1]]MM(w,h)(w,h)

b)b) (w,h)[[K(w,h)[[Kππ22]]]]MM(w,i); and(w,i); and

c)c) (w,i)[[Explanation(w,i)[[Explanation((ππ1,1,ππ22)]])]]MM(w,g)(w,g)

LetLet’’s take the first condition:s take the first condition:

(a)(a) Holds only if:Holds only if:

1.1. Dom(h)=dom(f)Dom(h)=dom(f)∪∪{e1,x,t1} and (w,h) satisfies the {e1,x,t1} and (w,h) satisfies the SDRSsSDRSs
conditions..conditions..

2.2. <h(x)><h(x)>∈∈IIMM(max)(w), <h(e1),h(x)>(max)(w), <h(e1),h(x)>∈∈IIMM(fall)(w),etc..(fall)(w),etc..
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Unpacking truth conditions:Unpacking truth conditions:

Condition (b) for KCondition (b) for Kππ22 contains a complex SDRS containing an contains a complex SDRS containing an
Alternation relationAlternation relation……

So either e3 happens or e4 in the KSo either e3 happens or e4 in the Kππ22::

(w,h)[[Alternation((w,h)[[Alternation(ππ33,,ππ44)]])]]M(w,i) M(w,i) iffiff

                                  (w,h)[[K                                  (w,h)[[Kππ33∨∨  KKππ44]]]]MM(w,i)(w,i)

Reminder: KReminder: Kππ1 1 is connected to Kis connected to Kππ2 2 and not to Kand not to Kππ3 or to3 or to  KKππ4. K4. Kππ22
is dependent on the truth conditions of Kis dependent on the truth conditions of Kππ3 and K3 and Kππ4.4.

For the condition (c)For the condition (c)……the meaning postulate of explanation mustthe meaning postulate of explanation must
holdhold……

φφExplanation(Explanation(αα,,ββ))   ( (¬¬eeαα<<eeββ))
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What is next?What is next?

SDRT is a new theory..it does not includeSDRT is a new theory..it does not include……

•• ImplicaturesImplicatures that follow from social status, gender and so on that follow from social status, gender and so on

•• The contents of dialogues where discourse participants haveThe contents of dialogues where discourse participants have
different communicative agendasdifferent communicative agendas

•• The repair strategies that occur when dialogue participantsThe repair strategies that occur when dialogue participants
realiserealise they have interpreted the dialogue differently they have interpreted the dialogue differently

Do you want some more?Do you want some more?

Contact meContact me……Alexandros.Tantos@uni-konstanz.deAlexandros.Tantos@uni-konstanz.de
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Some words aboutSome words about
UnderspecificationUnderspecification

What is What is underspecificationunderspecification??

A way to deal with ambiguity phenomena unable to be covered byA way to deal with ambiguity phenomena unable to be covered by
the grammarthe grammar……the most classic one:the most classic one:

scope ambiguitiesscope ambiguities

What does What does underspecificationunderspecification really do? really do?

Keeps Keeps ““labelslabels”” or  or ““holesholes”” in the semantic representation and fills in the semantic representation and fills
them with the adequate candidates..them with the adequate candidates..

In essence, it is a way of delaying things until the bits ofIn essence, it is a way of delaying things until the bits of
information have been providedinformation have been provided……

Approaches of Approaches of underspecificationunderspecification: [Reyle(1993), Bos(1995), : [Reyle(1993), Bos(1995), BosBos et et
al. (1996), Asher and Fernando(1997), Egg et al.(2001) andal. (1996), Asher and Fernando(1997), Egg et al.(2001) and
CopestakeCopestake et al.(1999)] et al.(1999)]

To the point with To the point with ““labelslabels”…”…
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Some words aboutSome words about
UnderspecificationUnderspecification

Many problems preoccupy every politician.Many problems preoccupy every politician.

•• many(x,problem(x),many(x,problem(x),∀∀(y,politician(y),preoccupy(x,y)))(y,politician(y),preoccupy(x,y)))

•• ∀∀(y,politician(y),many(x,problem(x),preoccupy(x,y)))(y,politician(y),many(x,problem(x),preoccupy(x,y)))

          many          many

x       problem             x       problem             ∀∀

              x             y      politician        preoccupy              x             y      politician        preoccupy

                                         y                    x         y                                         y                    x         y
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Some words aboutSome words about
UnderspecificationUnderspecification

Many problems preoccupy every politician.Many problems preoccupy every politician.

•• many(x,problem(x),many(x,problem(x),∀∀(y,politician(y),preoccupy(x,y)))(y,politician(y),preoccupy(x,y)))

•• ∀∀(y,politician(y),many(x,problem(x),preoccupy(x,y)))(y,politician(y),many(x,problem(x),preoccupy(x,y)))

                        ∀∀

y       politician         manyy       politician         many

              y             x      problem        preoccupy              y             x      problem        preoccupy

                                         x                    x         y                                         x                    x         y
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Some words aboutSome words about
UnderspecificationUnderspecification

  l1: many                                                                l2: l1: many                                                                l2: ∀∀

  

      x             problem      l4                                         y         politician      l5      x             problem      l4                                         y         politician      l5

  

                       x                              l3: preoccupy                     y                                         x                              l3: preoccupy                     y                  

                                                                                                                  

                     x                   y                      x                   y 
∃∃l4l4∃∃l5(  l1: l5(  l1: many(xmany(x, , problem(xproblem(x), l4) ), l4) ∧∧

                                                  l2: l2: ∀∀(y, politician(y), l5) (y, politician(y), l5) ∧∧

                         l3: preoccupy(x, y)                          l3: preoccupy(x, y) ∧∧

                                                outscopes(l1, l3) outscopes(l1, l3) ∧∧ outscopes(l2, l3))  outscopes(l2, l3)) 


